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What Does Finance Do? (Levine 2005)

1. Mobilizes and Pools Savings
• Overcomes costs of collection from many small households
• Provides the trust to feel comfortable storing money at bank

2. Allocates capital, produces information ex ante about possible
investments (screening), produces information ex post
(monitoring)

3. Facilitates the trading, diversification, and management of risk
4. Facilitates temporal reallocation of consumption

• Problem: Many of these functions costlier/more difficult in
development country settings

• Potentially wide-ranging and heterogeneous impacts on firms
and HHs

• Substantial body of research exploring barriers to expansion
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1. What has prevented the financial market from
expanding?
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Transaction costs: Savings
Experimental evidence on household savings and formal accts

• Reduce acct opening fees: (Kenya) Dupas & Robinson 2013
• 40% used account, women vendors ↑↑investment, ↑cons.

• Increase interest rate on savings: (Kenya) Schaner 2018
• Short run ↑savings, 3 yrs: ↑biz. income, assets

• Pay transfers / wages into account: (India, Bangladesh)
Vandevalle and Someville (2018), Breza et al (2024)

• ↑ savings, shock resilience, ↓ consumption
• Debit cards (Mexico, Kenya) Bachas et al 2019, Schaner 2017

• Lowers costs for user (ATM), increases monitoring (balance
checks), ↑ savings, trust, ↓ consumption, barg. power mediates

• Send reminders: (Peru, Bolivia, Philippines) Karlan et al 2016.
• Increases savings attainment in commitment acounts

• Metastudies: Knowles (2018), Steinert et al (2018) reducing
costs ↑access, use.
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Formal Deposit Account Access
Global progress in formal account access

Partly driven by government policies
• India PMJDY: ↑ bank accounts from 125.5 million to 259.8

million in under 2 years!
• Increase utilization by linking govt transfers to accts
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Information Frictions: Causes of Default?

Diagnosing cause of default difficult: Hidden type vs hidden action
• Strategic (pure MH) vs distressed motives?

Blouin and Macchiavello (2019, QJE) use data from int’l coffee lender
to construct clever test using variants in contract types:

• Fixed price contracts: price determined in advance
• If realized price higher than anticipated, incentive to side-sell
• Finding: 50% of default strategic

“Observing Unobservables” by Karlan and Zinman (2009, ECTA)
Classic test to further tease apart adverse selection, repayment
burden, moral hazard (dynamic incentives)

• Results: Substantial MH (dynamic incentive), limited AS.
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Inefficient Legal System Hinders Lending
Prevalence of moral hazard / strategic default =⇒ monitoring
and enforcement technologies central for credit supply.

• However, creditor protections often weak
Rao (2023) argues that court inefficiencies in India suppress lending
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• Rate of cases pending > 3 yrs per judge 5x larger India vs. US
Ponticelli and Alancar (2016) QJE show bankruptcy reforms in Brazil
increase supply of secured loans.
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Banks and Formal Credit Supply

Positive effects of expansions of bank lending in India (natural
experiments)

• Bank Branch Expansions:
• Burgess and Pande (2005, AER): ↓ poverty headcounts
• Cramer (2023) RD: improvements in health, employment, HH

savings, credit to health enterprises
• Banerjee and Duflo (2014): expansion of subsidized credit

supply to SMEs =⇒ ↑ sales and profits

However, bank loans do not reach most households
• Vast majority of retail and small business lending secured
• Mishra et al (2022 RFS): banks often slow to innovate, adopt

new technologies (e.g., credit bureau data)
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Limits to formal credit =⇒ informal sources dominate

Surendra (2020), data from India. Loan size (left), Interest (right)

• Banks serve wealthier clients (larger loans, lower interest)
• Moneylenders make larger loans than friends, smaller than

formal, high interest 9 / 25



2. Expanding and Refining Formal Credit Supply
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Microcredit Rare Formal Product to
Achieve Scale

2 MICROFINANCE 
BAROMETER 2019

S ince 2010, the Microfi-
nance Barometer anal-
yses key figures on 

financial inclusion worldwide, 
using MIX Market figures on 
the global microfinance mar-
ket. Here is a look back at the 
main trends in the sector. 

In 2018, 139.9 million 
borrowers benefited 
from the services of 
MFIs, compared to only 
98 million in 2009. Of 
these 139.9 million 
borrowers, 80% are 
women and 65% are 
rural borrowers, pro-
portions that have re-
mained stable over the 
past ten years, despite 
the increase in the nu-
mber of borrowers.

Focus on institutions and 
clients

In ten years, microfinance 
institutions (MFIs) have lent 
hundreds of billions of dollars, 
with an average annual growth 
rate of 11.5% over the past five 
years. At the same time, the 
number of borrowers world-
wide continued to increase 
- albeit at a slower pace than 
in the 2000 to 2010 period - re-
cording an average annual 
growth rate of 7% since 2012, 
compared to a rate of nearly 
20% in the previous decade. 

In 2018, 139.9 million borrow-
ers benefited from the services 
of MFIs, compared to just 98 
million in 2009. Of these 139.9 
million borrowers, 80% are 
women and 65% are rural bor-
rowers, proportions that have 
remained stable over the past 
ten years, despite the increase 
in the number of borrowers. 
With an estimated credit port-
folio of $124.1 billion, MFIs re-
corded another year of growth 
in 2018 (+8.5% compared to 
2017).

Over the past decade, MFIs 
have also improved their ef-
ficiency. Despite a decade 
marked by a sharp increase 
in the cost per borrower, from 
an average of $68.4 in 2009 to 
$106.7 in 2018 (+56%), the oper-
ating expense ratio decreased 
by 2.7 points over the period. 
Between 2009 and 2018, MFIs 
also recorded an increase in 
their returns on assets (+1.3 
points) and equity (+2.9 points). 

Nevertheless, there was a 
slight deterioration in the qual-
ity of the portfolio over the en-
tire period, with the portfolio at 
risk (PAR) over 30 days having 
risen from 6.4% in 2009 to 7% 
in 2018. After a decline in the 
PAR > 30 days between 2010 
and 2012, it rose again and sta-

bilised between 2016 and 2018 
at around 7%.
 
Focus on the regions

South Asia continues to dom-
inate global microfinance: it 
is the region with the largest 

amount of borrowers (85.6 mil-
lion in 2018), with this number 
growing faster than in other 
regions (+13.8% between 2017 
and 2018). It also has the top 
three markets in terms of bor-
rowers, India, Bangladesh and 
Vietnam.
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Global microfinance figures What are the trends? 
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A notable feature of the region, 
almost all borrowers are in fact 
female borrowers (89% in 2018). 
Although it represents almost 
two-thirds of global borrowers, 
South Asia is only second in 
terms of credit portfolio, with an 
estimated outstanding amount 
of $36.8 billion in 2018. 

In contrast, Latin America and 
the Caribbean alone account for 
44% of the total microfinance 
sector portfolio, with $48.3 bil-
lion in outstanding loans (+5% 
per year on average since 2012). 
This region is the second largest 
in terms of number of borrow-
ers, with 22.2 million customers 
in 2018, a slightly lower figure 
(-0.3%) after years of growth. 
The Latin America and Caribbe-
an region also continues to be 

characterised by a low pene-
tration rate in rural areas. MFIs 
in the region are the least ru-
ral-oriented, accounting for only 
23% of their clients. 

In contrast to these leading re-
gions, countries of Eastern Eu-
rope and Central Asia as well 
as those of the MENA region 
are smaller markets. However, 
they are growing both in terms 
of number of customers and 
credit portfolio. In Eastern Eu-
rope and Central Asia, the num-
ber of borrowers has increased 
by more than 30% since 2012, 
reaching 2.5 million in 2018. 
The MENA region has the same 
number of borrowers. MFIs in 
these two regions also have 
the lowest proportion of women 
borrowers, with 49% of female 

borrowers in Eastern Europe 
and Central Asia and 60% in 
the MENA region in 2018. Credit 
portfolios in these two regions 
also increased during the pe-
riod. While the MENA region 

only experienced weak growth 
between 2017 and 2018 (+1%), 
Eastern Europe and Central 
Asia recorded an increase of 
5%, an improvement after the 
decline in 2015 and 2016.

The total outstanding amount 
of African MFIs has increased 
by 56% since 2012, while the 
number of borrowers increased 
by 46% over the same period to 
reach 6.3 million people in 2018. 
Despite a low quality portfolio 
(13.6% PAR > 30 days in 2017) 
and high costs per borrower, 
the portfolio continues to show 
a strong yield - 20% - but down 
6.6 points. The return on assets 
also remained positive - 1.9% - 
but down (-1.4 points).

Finally, with 73% female cli-
ents and 79% rural borrow-
ers, MFIs in East Asia and the 
Pacific continue to grow with 
a portfolio of $21.5 billion in 
2018, up 13.1%. The same year, 
20.8 million beneficiaries bor-
rowed from MFIs in this region 
(+10.2%). Since 2012, the total 
outstanding amount of MFIs in 
the region will has increased by 
an average of 16% per year, ac-
companied by a continuous but 
more moderate growth in the 
number of clients (+6%/year).

BLAINE STEPHENS 

CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER &  

MOHITA KHEMAR

ASSOCIATE PRODUCT MANAGER

MIX

Calculations are based on data provided by financial service providers through MIX Market (http://
www.themix.org/mixmarket). MIX makes every effort to collect the data from the dominant actors 
of each market to ensure visibility into each market but does not collect data on every actor in 
every country. 

Total figures for borrowers and loan portfolio as of FY2018 are based on data provided by 916 ins-
titutions. For FY2018 data, we have considered data for all institutions that have reported through 
MIX Market for any period in 2018. Where institutions reported annual figures for FY2017 but not for 
a date in 2018, those FY2019 figures were used to calculate the estimated total outreach for 2018.  

Growth figures for borrower and loan portfolio values for FY2017 and FY2018 are based on a ba-
lanced panel data from the set of institutions that have provided both data fields through MIX Mar-
ket for each of the fiscal years from FY2016 and FY2017.  

Client segment, funding data, and institutional performance data come from MIX’s Global Outreach 
and Financial Performance Benchmark Report .

Methodology
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• Collateral-free loans targeted to women
• Many MFIs require loans be used for business purpose
• Low default rates indicate that microfinance has found a way

to “solve” the moral hazard problem 11 / 25



Returns to Microcredit?
Seven(!) RCTs launched by different researchers from 2005-2010:

Source: Hou, M., 2023. Microcredit: Impacts and
promising innovations

• Studies primarily set up to
measure causal impacts of
microfinance on businesses

• Modest impacts on
investment, general nulls on
profits

• Similar conclusions in formal
meta-analysis Meager (2019,
2022 AER)

• Borrowers must be spending
loans, but after 18 mos, no
lasting business or
consumption benefits
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Scope for Any Transformative Impacts?
Impacts likely heterogeneous for numerous reasons

• In India study, only 49.7% of MF borrowers have any business
=⇒ many borrow for consumption, not business growth.

Banerjee et al (2023): 6 yr follow-up of MF RCT
• Focus on pre-MF entrepreneurs: entered when cost of capital

high – Gung-ho entrepreneurs (GEs)

• Argue GEs exhibit dynamics consistent with poverty trap
• Also show MF causes weaker businesses to enter 13 / 25



Refinement 1. Directing Credit to
High-Return Bus.

• Bryan Karlan and Osman (2022): Large loans to businesses
• Treatment: 4x typical loan size. Control: 2x typical loan size
• Top quartile: ↑ 56% profits. Bottom quartile: ↓ 52% profits
• Consistent with substantial misallocation

• Bari et al (2024, AER): Asset-based fin. for successful MF
clients

• Status quo (control): $500 microloan [30% take-up]
• Hire-pay contract (treatment): asset purchase up to $2,000,

10% down, rent-to-own payments over 18 mos. [50% take-up]

• Significant ↑: consumption, assets, education expenditure
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Refinement 2. Prospects for Segmentation
• Self-selection: Beaman et al (2023 ECTA)

• How about more choices? Better savings/insurance?
• Peer selection: Hussam et al (2022 AER), study with 1,345

microentrepreneurs, lottery to receive $100 grant
• Who could grow their profits most if they received grant?

Source: Hussam, Rigol and Roth 2022

• Alternate data sources (will return to this below)
• Bryan et al (2022) Large loans study: Psychometric chars.

predictive of TEs
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Refinement 3. Designing for Needs of
Business

Flexibility: ↑ Profits in 4 out of 5 studies

Source: Hou, M., 2023. Microcredit: Impacts and promising innovations

Products that match timing of need/CFs have had success
• Farmer loans during hungry season (Zambia Fink et al 2020,

AER); Loans to delay sale of maize harvest (Kenya Burke et al
2019 QJE); Agricultural loans (Mali Beaman et al 2023 ECTA)
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4. GE Impacts and Rural Labor Markets
Breza and Kinnan (2021, QJE)

Potential GE impacts of MF:
• Business growth, job

creation
• Consumption from MF loans

→ Aggregate demand

Natural experiment: Withdrawal
of credit

• Equilibrium Outcomes:
• Wages fall by 4%, ↓↓non-tradable wage
• Consumption falls by 5%, Consumption multiplier > 2

Small loans to rural HHs can move the local economy, need for
stable regulation
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5. GE Impacts and Social Networks
Banerjee et al 2024, ReStud

How does MF change network?
• Data from 2 “experiments”
• Detailed social networks

(Banerjee et al 2014, Science)

Are there impacts even for non-
takers?

• Classify each HH into High
(H) vs. Low (L) propensity
borrower
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Ls experience worse consumption smoothing, ↑corr(inc,cons)
• Implications for credit policy. Direct credit toward places with

less network-based credit. Bring better insurance to Ls
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3. Digital Models of Finance
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Why Mobile Money and Digital Payments?
• 2017 Global Findex: 1.7bn adults did not have financial

account, 2
3 of them had mobile phone.

• Past decade, global account ownership: 51% to 76%
• Mobile money 8pp of this gap, esp. important in SSA
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Mobile Money Impacts

Kenya’s M-PESA is global MMO leader. Initial capabilities:
• Mobile wallet linked to SIM card
• Cash in/out at network of agents
• Low cost P2P transfers. Lowers the costs of sending money to

network, informal risk sharing

Jack and Suri (2014, AER) document benefits of M-PESA for risk
sharing

• HHs less likely to cut consumption after shock
• Expansion of risk sharing network.
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Broader expansion in digital payments.
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Digital Finance
Can revisit frictions limiting scale of finance:

• Direct debit from mobile wallet/digital account for payments
• Data for Screening and Monitoring: Digital footprints (Berg et

al 2018), Account data, Telco data
• Björkegren and Grissen (2020): mobile data predicts repayment

• New mechanisms for data sharing (Open Banking, Account
Aggregators)

• Increased pledgeability of assets (next slide)

Rise of instant, high interest rate credit from MMOs / Fintechs
• Kenya: Suri, Bharadwaj and Jack (2021), Malawi: Brailovskaya et

al (2021); Nigeria: Björkegren et al (2022).
• Expansion of credit access, modest improvements in resilience

or subjective well-being. High rates of default, low consumer
knowledge.

• Borrowers have particularly bad outside options?
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Digital Collateral

Solar-powered pump (left), battery
w/ TV and lights (right)

• Sun Culture: Pay for asset over
time via mobile money,
disconnect asset remotely in
case of non-payment

• Once repaid, asset can
collateralize consumption loans

Gertler et al (2024 QJE) Digital collateral =⇒ default↓ 19pp
• But high levels of lockout: median borrower shut off 1

3 of days.
How to design these products to expand lending but reduce harms
from lockout? (US starter interrupter switches)
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Digital Finance: Looking Ahead
Degree of digitization very new, wide open research space

• Credit impacts on lending to entrepreneurs. Does digital
credit improve allocation of loans to productive users?

• PIX/UPI: customer payments into accounts, reflects revenues
• Scope for distributing insurance? Increasing savings?
• How to reduce gender gaps (often men own smartphone, more

numerate)?
• Scope for government intervention?

• Challenge: regulatory framework that lets these platforms grow
but also protects consumers, data privacy

• Policies to support certain types of products?
• Private market moves along profit-maximizing gradient,

preference for credit over savings, insurance
• Will we see CF-based products, moves toward equity

structures?
• Problem: strategic diversion (switch revenues to brother’s acct)

• Pros and cons of MMO-based model vs. public infrastructure
• MMOs, Brunnermeier et al (2023): trade-off fees vs. access
• Guidance for countries still in early stages of “digital journeys”
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